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Share the player after their haircut in the wild world, city folk and new leaf, the player can change his character's hairstyle by visiting Harriet in Shampoodle. Style and color are defined through a number of issues. When getting a haircut or makeup, Harriet will press a button, and a large, hairdryer-looking device will cover the player's entire head. After a few seconds, it pops out.
The player will always have a shocked look on their face when the action is completed. Guide Wild World Boys Hairstyle First Second Second Third Every Day! Warm... Greene and say hello! Every day! Warm... Ignore them! Every day! Sweaty! Oh yes! Every day! Sweaty! No. Big nights! Think so! Power ballad! Big nights! Think so! ROCK! Big nights! Unfortunately... I wouldn't
want to. Unfortunately... I'm ashamed! Girls Hairstyle First Second Third Every Day! Warm... Greene and say hello! Every day! Warm... Ignore them! Every day! Sweaty! Oh yes! Every day! Sweaty! No. Big nights! Think so! Power ballad! Big nights! Think so! ROCK! Big nights! Unfortunately... I wouldn't want to. Unfortunately... I'm ashamed! The colors of the hair color 'Warm'
colors 'Cool' colors Safe Mysterious Mysterious Young Fiery Lush Flirt Unlock opposite gender haircuts Player must get every haircut of his gender. City Folk Boys Hairstyle First Second Third Cute! Of course not! I bet so! Cute! Of course not! Not so much. Cute! Fully! Are you joking... My dear! Cute! Fully! I could have cared less. Grown! Big brother! Hmm, get it? Grown! Big
brother! Hmm, give it back? Grown! Businessman! I'll take my time! Grown! Businessman! I'm going to run! Crazy! Are you sure! A movie star! Crazy! Are you sure! Rock star! Crazy! No, no, no, no, no, no, no, All! Yes, completely! Crazy! No, no, no, no, no, no, no, All! No, it just happens. Girls Hairstyle First Second Third Cute! Of course not! Go out! Cute! Of course not! I'm going
home... Cute! To T! Yes! Cute! To T! Oh, no! Grown! Elegant! Get! Grown! Elegant! Give! Grown! Tempting! That's the idea! Grown! Tempting! I'll say: Get away! Unique! Bring it on! Pop star! Unique! Bring it on! Model! Unique! Zero percent! No, it takes work. Unique! Zero percent! Fully! The color colors of the color 'Warm' colors 'Cool' Colors Safe Mysterious Mysterious Fresh
Fiery Attractive Flirting Shining Unlock opposite gender haircuts Player must get 14 haircuts of his sex. New Leaf Boys Hairstyle First Second Third Loose and Wavy! Calm looseness! Free and wavy! Confident looseness! Stylish side! I'm a role model! Stylish side! I like being loved, loving me! It's on the dirty side! I'd like to clean it up! It's on the dirty side! It's on purpose! My room
is clean! I like the style Hair! My room is clean! Natural better! I'm very serious! Fight and overcome! I'm very serious! Green and carry it! I'm a troublemaker! I'll calm down! I'm a troublemaker! Rebel for life! Life! Fresh! Business! Vintage! Private! It's a party! Private! It's a date! Girls Hairstyle First Second Third Loose and Wavy! Calm looseness! Free and wavy! Swim-fairy
looseness! Stylish side! I'm a role model! Stylish side! I like being loved, loving me! It's on the dirty side! I'd like to clean it up! It's on the dirty side! It's on purpose! My room is clean! I like the style of my hair! My room is clean! Natural better! I'm very serious! Fight and overcome! I'm very serious! Green and carry it! I'm a troublemaker! I'll calm down! I'm a troublemaker! Rebel for life!
Business! Fresh! Business! Vintage! Private! It's a party! Private! It's a date! Hair colors 'Natural' colors 'Intense' colors 'Bright' colors 1 Completely black! Burning Love Sweet Love 2 Forest Clear Sky 3 Deep Sea New Leaves 4 Moody Angel Wings 5 Mid 6 7 8 Light Color! Unlocking opposing gender haircuts The player must get their haircut 15 times to unlock the opportunity to get
a haircut that is classified as the opposite sex that the player entered when they first started the game. It's not necessary to get every other style in order to unlock opposing gender haircuts. Gallery Boy with Girl Hairstyle CBBAdd photo in this gallery Content community is available according to CC-BY-SA, unless stated otherwise. Ingest your player to make it the best version of
you! Learn how to change your face and hair after the game starts, whether the salon (Shampoodle) is in this game, and more about styling in Animal Crossing: New Horizons (ACNH). Unlike previous games in the series, where you could only change your hairstyle, hair color and eye color, you can now completely change your face and hairstyle even after the game starts!
Unchanged features you can change your appearance with the help of a mirror or vanity in your home. Then you'll be directed to the player setting screen. Steps to change your look 1 Click A in front of the mirror or vanity. 2 You will be asked if you want to change your appearance. Take! 3 Set up a player to your liking! Once the game starts, you can change your look by creating
a mirror or vanity. There will be a message bottle along your shore that contains a mirror or vanity recipe, so don't miss it! Necessary Materials Sum Wood 3 Iron Nugget 1 You can set your mind for the first time after putting on your name and birthday. (1) Skin toneDecent skin tone. (2) HairstyleSchange hairstyle and color. (3) EyesChange shape and eye color. (4)
Nose/MouthChange nose and mouth shape. (5) CheeksYs you can add a soft or hard blush and choose its color. (6) Face paint / OtherAdd custom design as face paint. Change your gender. In New Horizons, features such as hairstyles are not locked on the player's floor, so can go crazy with your look! At the beginning of the game, you can choose from 8 8 and 8 hair colors.
There are hairstyles and hair color kits you can unlock by buying them with Nook Miles. Item Price Top 8 Pop Hairstyles 2400 Corner Miles Top 8 Cool Hairstyles 2400 Corner Miles Top 8 Stylish Hair Color 3000 Nook Miles How to Get Miles Corner Fast Four new skin tones and six new eye colors have been added with the Halloween update on September 30. You can unlock
them by buying them with Nook Miles. Item Price Body-Paint Costume Tips 2400 Corner Miles Exploring the New Eye Colors 2400 Corner Miles Fall and Halloween Update Info You can unlock your bed hairstyle without playing the game for a month. To instantly add this to your catalog, you can travel back in time. Time Travel Guide - In previous games in the series, you can edit
your player's hairstyle, hair color, and eye color at Shampoodle's, a beauty salon run by Harriet Poodle. From there, you can also wear Mii's head as makeup. It is possible that it is included in the list of objects that can be built on the island. This will be updated if new information is released. How to unlock the shops and amenities All the tips and tricks of the player after being
given a new hairstyle in Animal Crossing: City People.. Starting with Animal Crossing: Wild World, the player has the opportunity to change hairstyle at Harriet's hairdresser, Shampoodle. In Animal Crossing: Wild World, Shampoodle is available inside Nukington, meaning that the player will have to unlock Nookington's before he can change his hairstyle. In Animal Crossing: City
Folk, Shampoodle returns to the city and is located right down the city, down the alley. In Animal Crossing: New Leaf, Shampoodle must again be unlocked, after which it is on the right side of Main Street above Able Sisters. In all three games haircuts cost 3000 bells, and you can do only once a day. In Animal Crossing: Happy Home Designer, players are free to change their hair
at any time after unlocking the styling machine. In Animal Crossing: Pocket Camp, a player can customize their hair in the tutorial and on the Settings menu. In Animal Crossing: New Horizons, players choose their hairstyle at the beginning, and are free to change their hairstyle after that (once they have created a mirror). Players can also wear wigs in order to access additional
hairstyles. Although technically considered a type of headgear, wigs will match the current color of the player's hair. Guide to the Wild World (edit) Issues: Harriet: Hmm. Now tell me sugar when you want your style to really come to life? Harriet: Do you like the sun? How are you feeling? (if answered every day.) Or I bet you're just the toast of every party, don't you? (if answered
By The Big Nights!) Harriet will ask one of the following: If you were in a hurry to the salon, and someone had to What would you do? (if first answered Every day., and then Warm...) Is clothing important to you? (if answered every day., and then Sweaty!) If your perfect hairstyle was a song, what song would it be? (if first answered: Big nights!, and then Well, yes!) Well, will you tell
me a little bit about your primer routine? (if first answered Big Nights!, and then Unfortunately...) Boy Hairstyles Edit Type Appearance Answer answer to question 1 Answer to question 2 Answer to question 3 Warm Buzz Cut Every Day. Warm... Greene and say hello! Confident hair with a zigzag fringe every day. Warm... Ignore them! Trendy Spiky front and back every day.
Sweaty! Oh yes! Laid Back Bowlcut Every Day. Sweaty! No. Fit your hair with a snapped fringe of Big Nights! Think so! Power ballad. Fun Loving Curtain Hair Big Nights! Think so! RAWK! Confident asymmetrical fringe Big Nights! Unfortunately... I wouldn't want to. Reserved spiky hair Big Nights! Unfortunately... I'm ashamed! Girls Hairstyles Edit Type Appearance Answer to
question 1 Answer to question 2 Answer to question 3 Warm Flicked Hair Every Day. Warm... Greene and say hello! Confident wavy short hair every day. Warm... Ignore them! A trendy bun every day. Sweaty! Oh yes! Laid Back Short Bob Every Day. Sweaty! No. Suitable Hair down, snapped ends Big Nights! Think so! Power ballad. Fun Loving Ponytail Big Nights! Think so!
RAWK! Confident Pigtails Big Nights! Unfortunately... I wouldn't want to. Three Big Nights tails reserved! Unfortunately... I'm ashamed! A guide to the City Folk edit Boy Hairstyles edit Look Name What to Say Hair with a side fringe cute zgt; not at all! You bet that I am! Hair with clicks at the end of Cute's qgt; not at all! Not much hair with a zigzag fringe of Cute is all over! For
nothing... Darlene's Bowlcut Cute is all over it! I could care less for Buzz to cut the big brother's qgt;, get it? The spokes in front and back have grown to be a brother, give it back? Hair off a shaken fringe of the zgt; businessman's zgt; I'll risk this asymmetrical fringe grown up by a businessman that I run away with! The curtained hair of Crazy is of course a movie star's hair with one
spike of Crazy's Of course, Rock Star Spiky Hair Crazy's Not. all of the zgt; yes, completely smooth hair with a fringe of Crazy's Not. at. all the zgt; no, it's just going girl hairstyles edit Look name What to say ponytail Cute qgt; not at all! Get out! Hair down with the fringe of Cute's not at all! Home... Hair down, the side fringe of Cute to T! Yes Pigtails Cute to T! Ew, no! Hair down,
fringe back thung up by the elegant zgt; Get Bun Growed zgt; elegant zgt; Give your hair down, snapped It's the idea of a low-tailed grown-up zgt; tempting zgt; I'll say: Back! Flicked Hair Uniques bring it on! Pop star Wavy Short Hair Uniques bring it on! The Model Three Tails Unique zgt; Interest in No, it takes the work of Short Bob Unique's zero-interest zgt; a full guide to the
New Leaf edit All new leaf hairstyles are also available for players to choose from in Animal Crossing: Happy Home Designer and Animal Crossing: Pocket Camp. Boy Hairstyles Edit Look Name What to Say Messy Extremely Random's Loose and Wavy zgt; The laid-back loose curly Is Extremely Casual and The Wavy of The Freeness of Spiky Hair Is Extremely Casual' On Aim
Hair with a snapped fringe of the occasional number of clean zgt; I like the style of my hair-suspended hair Random qgt; My number is a clean zgt; Natural is the best hair with a zigzag fringe of formal zgt; I'm very serious to fight and overcome the Bowlcut Formal qgt; I'm a very serious zgt; Green and Bear is hair with clicks at the end of the Formal zgt; I'm the creator of troubles of
the zgt; I'll calm down Buzz to cut the formal zgt; I'm a very serious zgt; Green and Bear is a hair with clicks at the end of the Formal zgt; I'm relieved to be a big one. Formal to the point of upt up by the upt. Formal to the point of uptight's private zgt; Private zgt; It's the Secret girl hairstyles edit Look name What to say hair down, snapped ends extremely random qgt; loose and
wavy! Laid-back looseness. Wavy short hair is extremely random to zgt; loose and wavy! Floaty-fairy looseness. Short Bob's Extremely Casual Side is a snously sydable side! I'm a role model! Shaggy Pixie Is an Extremely Casual Side! I like being loved, being loved, being loved, being loved, being loved, being loved! Pigtails are on the dirty side. I'd like to clean it up. Three tails
are random that it's on the dirty side. It's on purpose! Ponytail Random is my room clean! I love to style my hair! Shaken my hair random zgt; My number is clean! Natural better! Hair down, the side fringe of the Formal is a qgt; that I'm very serious! Fight and overcome! Hair down, I'm very serious! Green and carry it! The low tail is that I'm the maker of trouble! I'll calm down. Pixie
cut that I'm the creator of trouble! A rebel for life! Hair Down Fringe Formal Point up-alarmed business! It's fresh! Hair down, fringe back formal to the point of uptight business! Vintage! Boone Formal is up to the point of uptight zgt; private! It's a party! Low Pig Formal to the point of uptight is private! It's a date. Random Formal to the point of uptight is private! It's a secret! Opposite
gender hairstyles can get hairstyles of the opposite sex. In Wild World, Harriet will offer this option only to players who have received all hairstyles of their own sex at least once. In the city of folk and new sheet, players must Haircut 15 times before the option appears, but don't need to get all the style available. In Happy Home Designer, opposing gender hairstyles will not be
available during the original character creation, but can later be selected after unlocking the style machine. There is no choice for opposing gender hairstyles in pocket camp. In New Horizons, the floor is called style (only in the English version). Both styles are available to the player while the character is created and beyond. Harriet invites the girl to try on the boy's hair. Boy,
wearing a girl's hairdo in City Folk. Bed Head edit the bed head is a dirty hairstyle that appears in Animal Crossing: City Folk, New Leaf, and New Horizons. This occurs when a player has not played for 15 days or more, or time travels more than two weeks forward or backward. In games up to New Horizons, if the player does not replace his new haircut, villagers can comment on
the player's hair, and it will be more difficult to pass the review of Gracie's fashion in City Folk. Harriet will also comment on this when the player gets a new haircut to replace the head of the bed. In addition, the head of the bed will re-sign any other hairstyle of the player, but it will not change the color of the hair. If head beds overwrites the opposite gender hairstyle, it will become
the opposite sex bed head style. In New Horizons, as the hairstyle is customized with a mirror/vanity, the head of the bed is temporarily replaced immediately by the chosen hairstyle of the player. This also opens up the use of the head of the bed as a hairstyle option when setting up the player's appearance. Unlike all standard New Leaf hairstyles, the bed head is not available in
Animal Crossing: Happy Home Designer and Pocket Camp. A boy with a head bed in the city of Folk. A girl with a head bed in the city of Folk. A girl with a bed head in The New Leaf. A girl with a head bed like a boy in a folk town. A Guide to the Wild World and the City of Folk Edit Hair Flowers available in the Wild World and The City of People Warm Safe: Light Brown Carefree:
Blonde Fire: Redish Orange Flirt: Pink Cool Edit Mysterious: Dark Brown Fresh / Young: Blue Attractive / Lush: Green Shining: White Guide to the New Leaf Natural edit slider to the top: Black slider right below the top: Dark brown slider between center and top: Dark red slider right above the center: Light brown slider in the center: Orange slider right below the center: Grey slider
right above the bottom: yellow slider on the bottom: Blonde Intensive Burning Love: Red Forest: Green Deep Sea: Blue Sea: Blue animal crossing hair style guide new leaf. animal crossing city folk hairstyle guide. animal crossing pop hair style guide
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